May 15, 2019

5G National Day of Action

www.5GCrisis.com

We are Wisconsin For Safe Technology. Today, citizens across the country are opposing
5G-enabled “small cell” antennas in close proximity to homes and apartments until long-term
exposure to wireless radiation has been proven safe.
There are thousands of independent scientific studies documenting harm and the wireless
industry has no evidence of safety. Our children are uniquely vulnerable.
There is a big difference between voluntary and involuntary exposure. You can choose
whether or not to use wireless devices or whether to hold a cell phone to your head, it’s a
matter of personal choice, but if these “small cell” antennas are put up everywhere we don’t
have a choice. You and your family will be exposed to wireless radiation in your home, all
day, every day.
FCC exposure guidelines are decades old and the FCC is ignoring the published, peer-reviewed
science proving that wireless radiation causes biological harm such as cancer, DNA damage,
reproductive, cognitive and neurological harm, microwave sickness, etc. Even the American
Academy of Pediatrics asked the FCC to reassess exposure guidelines for children and nothing
has been done.
5G is not a public service, not necessary for public safety and puts public health at risk,
especially our kids.
There are zero studies assuring that 5G is safe.
Involuntary exposure to wireless radiation in our own homes also violates our right to peace
and privacy.
The solution is fiber optic all the way to the premises: It’s faster,
safer,
more
secure
and
reliable.
We are asking that wireless companies voluntarily stop the further
deployment of 5G enabled “small cell” antennas until long-term
exposure
to
wireless
radiation
is
proven
safe.
For more information visit: www.WisconsinSafeTech.com
Elaine Unger, Lead Organizer, 414-423-6292
A citizens’ group raising awareness about 5G technology and part of a national coalition
and supports the principles of Americans For Responsible Technology.
You can turn off your cell phone. You cannot turn off a cell tower.

